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Abstract

A major issue in the activity of deductive program verification is to understand why automated provers fail to discharge a proof obligation. To help the user understand the problem and decide what needs to be fixed in the code or the specification, it is essential to provide means to investigate such a failure. We present our approach for the design and the implementation of counterexample generation, exhibiting values for the variables of the program where a given part of the specification fails to be validated. To produce a counterexample, we exploit the ability of SMT solvers to propose, when a proof of a formula is not found, a counter-model. Turning such a counter-model into a counterexample for the initial program is not trivial because of the many transformations leading from a particular piece of code and its specification to a set of proof goals given to external provers.
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1. Introduction

Deductive program verification is an activity that aims at checking that a given program respects a given functional behavior. In this context, the expected behavior must be expressed formally by logical assertions, \textit{i.e.} preconditions and postconditions, forming a \textit{contract}. Deductive program verification proceeds by generating, from both the code and the formal specification, a set of logic formulas called verification conditions (VCs), typically via a \textit{Weakest Precondition Calculus} \cite{1} (WP for short). If one proves all generated VCs, then the program is guaranteed to satisfy its specification. In recent program verification environments like Dafny \cite{2}, OpenJML \cite{3} and Why3 \cite{4}, VCs are proved
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using automated theorem provers, in particular those of the Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) family such as Alt-Ergo [5], CVC4 [6] and Z3 [7]. These theorem provers are used as black-boxes that, given a VC, may produce three kinds of results:

1. The prover answers something meaning “yes, the VC is valid”.
2. The prover answers anything else, meaning “I don’t know”, in other words the prover is not able to prove the VC for some reason.
3. The prover runs for too long a time (seemingly infinitely) or runs out of memory.

The case where the prover runs for too long a time is handled in practice by setting a given time limit, so that the prover process is killed when exceeding this limit. The cases 2 and 3 are the same from the user’s perspective: the VC is not proved. Note that we do not distinguish a case where the prover would answer “no it is not valid”, because the VCs typically involve undecidable logic features (e.g. non-linear integer arithmetic, first-order quantification) so provers are in practice incomplete: there is no way for them to be sure that a given VC is not provable.

A major issue in the activity of deductive verification is thus understanding the reasons for a proof failure. There are various reasons why it may fail:

1. The property to prove is indeed invalid: the code is not correct with respect to the given specification.
2. The property is in fact valid, but is not proved, again for two possible reasons:
   - The prover is not able to obtain a proof (in the given time and memory limits): this is the incompleteness of the proof search.
   - The proof might need extra intermediate annotations, such as loop invariants, or more complete contracts of the subprograms.

For the user to be able to fix the code or the specification of their program, it is essential to understand into which of these two cases any undischarged VC falls. The solution we propose in this paper is to generate counterexamples, giving values for the variables of the program, demonstrating a particular case where a given annotation may not hold. To produce a counterexample, we exploit an additional feature of SMT solvers: the ability to propose, when a proof of a formula is not found, a counter-model, exhibiting an interpretation of the free variables where the formula cannot be proved true. Turning such a counter-model into a counterexample for the initial program is not a trivial task because of the many transformations that lead to a VC from a given piece of code and its specification. It is important to notice here that because of the sources of incompleteness mentioned above, this process can only produce candidate counterexamples, in the sense that they do not necessarily exhibit an error in the code or in the specification. Given a counterexample, the user must analyze it to decide if it corresponds to a true bug or to an incompleteness (such as an extra loop invariant required).
The work presented here was conducted in the context of the Why3 environment for deductive program verification (http://why3.lri.fr), providing the language WhyML for specification and programming [8]. WhyML is used as an intermediate language for verification of programs written in C, Java or Ada [9][10]. A schematic view of the Why3 ecosystem is shown in Figure 1. The specification component of WhyML [11], used to write program annotations and background theories, is an extension of first-order logic. The specification part of the language serves as a common format for theorem proving problems, proof tasks in Why3’s jargon. Why3 generates proof tasks from user lemmas and annotated programs, using a weakest-precondition calculus, then dispatches them to multiple provers. Other deductive verification environments are structured in a similar way, for example the Boogie intermediate language [12] serves as an intermediate language for Spec#, VCC or Dafny, implements its own variant of a WP calculus, and dispatches the VCs to the SMT solver Z3. The approach we present here for counterexample generation thus applies to other environments as well, the main issue being how to trace the counter-model proposed by SMT solvers back through the WP solvers and furthermore back through the encoding of front-end languages to the intermediate language.

Our approach for generating counterexamples for the SPARK 2014 front-end was originally presented at the SEFM conference in 2016 [13]. The current article investigates in a more generic manner the issues we had to solve, and details the technical solutions we designed. We also present a technique for handling arrays that is different from the previous version. The experimental evaluation is updated with results of the newer implementation, with the new handling of arrays but also a few implementation bugs fixed. Also, it does not only make use of the CVC4 solver but also Z3. In Section 2 we present the design of an instrumentation of the WP calculus, aiming at keeping track
of source code data inside the generated formulas. The transformations of proof goals, which need to be performed before sending the VCs to external provers, are instrumented as well. In Section 3, we focus on the additional instrumentation work that was needed to handle compound data types such as records and arrays. In Section 4, we then present the extra instrumentation needed to bring the counterexamples back to front-end languages. We present an experimental evaluation of the implementation of our approach in Section 5. We discuss related work and future work in Section 6.

2. Instrumenting a Weakest-Precondition Calculus

The VC generators found in deductive verification environments typically implement some variant of Dijkstra’s Weakest-Precondition Calculus. To illustrate how a WP calculus should be instrumented for counterexample generation, we consider a simple “while” language with assignment, conditionals, while loops and subprogram calls. The issues to solve show up mainly in the handling of assignment, loops and calls, and they are the same independent of the WP calculus variant.

2.1. A Basic VC Generator for a Simple While Language

The statements of the simple programming language we consider are defined by the grammar

\[ s ::= \] skip \hspace{1cm} \text{(no operation)} \\
| \hspace{1cm} x := e \hspace{1cm} \text{(assignment)} \\
| \hspace{1cm} assert P \hspace{1cm} \text{(assertion)} \\
| \hspace{1cm} s_1; s_2 \hspace{1cm} \text{(sequence)} \\
| \hspace{1cm} \text{if } e \text{ then } s_1 \text{ else } s_2 \hspace{1cm} \text{(conditional)} \\
| \hspace{1cm} \text{while } e \text{ invariant } I \text{ do } s \hspace{1cm} \text{(loop)} \\
| \hspace{1cm} p(e_1, \ldots, e_n) \hspace{1cm} \text{(subprogram call)} \]

For simplicity of the presentation, let us assume that procedures only operate on variables that are defined globally, and that procedure parameters are immutable.

The computation of the weakest-precondition WP(s, Q) for a given statement s and postcondition Q is done recursively on the structure of s, using the rules of Figure 2. These are very standard rules, not trying to optimize the size of generated formulas (See [14, 15, 16] for more elaborate WP calculi). It is enough to consider such a basic WP calculus for our purpose, since it is the introduction of fresh variables that raises the main issue for counterexample generation: the relation between each fresh variable and a variable in the original program must be traced. Indeed, the variables \( \bar{v} \) universally quantified in the rules for assignment, loops and procedure calls must be assumed to be fresh ones. The notation \( Q[x ← v] \) denotes the substitution of \( v \) for \( x \) in formula \( Q \). The connective \( kk \) is asymmetric conjunction discussed later in Section 2.2. Note the formulation of the rule for assignment, which differs from the standard
formulation $Q[x \leftarrow e]$. Our formulation has two advantages: first, it avoids the potential duplication of expression $e$ (that is for each occurrence of $x$ in $Q$), and second, the fresh variable $v$ introduced will be labelled so as to track information from the source code.

Generally speaking, when a given subprogram procedure $p(x_1, \ldots, x_n) = s$ is formally specified with some precondition $Pre_p$ and postcondition $Post_p$, its verification condition is the logic formula

$$\forall \bar{x}, \bar{v}. (Pre_p \rightarrow WP(s, Post_p))[\bar{r} \leftarrow \bar{v}]$$

where $\bar{r}$ are the global variables read by $p$.

We now introduce two toy procedures that will serve as running examples for illustrating the process of counterexample generation through the rest of this section. Note that these examples are intentionally chosen to be incorrect, so that the generation of counterexamples is expected.

**Example 1.** The procedure $p_1$ is defined as follows, operating on a global variable $a$.

```plaintext
procedure p1 (b:int)
  requires { 0 ≤ a ≤ 10 ∧ 3 ≤ b ≤ 17 }
  ensures { 17 ≤ a ≤ 42 }
  = a := a + b;
  assert { 5 ≤ a ≤ 15 };
  if a ≥ 10 then a := a - 1
```

It is intentionally crafted so that both the assertion and the postcondition are not valid. Its VC as computed by our WP calculus is the following formula

$$\forall a. b. (0 ≤ a ≤ 10 ∧ 3 ≤ b ≤ 17) \rightarrow \forall a_1. a_1 = a + b \rightarrow (5 ≤ a_1 ≤ 15) \&\& (if a_1 ≥ 10 then (\forall a_2. a_2 = a_1 - 1 \rightarrow 17 ≤ a_2 ≤ 42) else 17 ≤ a_1 ≤ 42)$$

Figure 2: Rules for WP computation
Example 2. The procedure $p_2$ is defined as follows, using two global variables $a$ and $c$.

```plaintext
procedure $p_2$ ()
  requires { $0 \leq a \leq 10$ }
  ensures { $7 \leq a \leq 42$ }
  $c := 1$;
  while $c \leq 10$ do
    invariant { $2 \leq c \leq 11$ }
    invariant { $3 \leq a \leq 10$ }
    $a := a + c$;
    $c := c + 2$
  done
```

This toy example is crafted so that all verification conditions are unprovable. First the loop invariants are not initially true, and they are not preserved by loop iterations. Second the postcondition is also unprovable, but there is a subtlety here: the postcondition is indeed valid for each execution of that procedure (the final value of $a$ is indeed between 25 and 35), but it cannot be proved with only the knowledge of the loop invariant. The VC for $p_2$ is

$$\forall a. (0 \leq a \leq 10) \rightarrow \forall c. c = 1 \rightarrow \left(2 \leq c \leq 11 \land 3 \leq a \leq 10\right) \land \left(\forall a_1, c_1. 2 \leq c_1 \leq 11 \land 3 \leq a_1 \leq 10 \rightarrow \begin{cases} \text{if } c_1 \leq 10 \text{ then } & \left(\forall a_2. a_2 = a_1 + c_1 \rightarrow \forall c_2. c_2 = c_1 + 2 \rightarrow 2 \leq c_2 \leq 11 \land 3 \leq a_2 \leq 10\right) \\ \text{else } & 7 \leq a_1 \leq 42 \end{cases}\right)$$

Note the structure of the generated formulas: only universal quantification is introduced, and always in positive positions of the formula (i.e. in the right side of implications and never under negation).

2.2. Proof Tasks and Transformations

The VC formula generated for a given procedure is typically quite large, as it collects all the necessary checks that need to hold for the function to be correct: postcondition, initialization and preservation of loop invariants, all run-time checks, etc. Such a big formula could be given as is to a theorem prover, but then one would get just a yes/no answer for the correctness of the whole procedure, or no answer at all. It is thus better to first transform the VC, splitting it into smaller parts called proof tasks, before calling a back-end solver. Indeed, to successfully obtain a counterexample from a call to an SMT solver, the universally quantified variables must be defined at the top-level, it is thus mandatory to transform the VC into a set of clauses.

Definition 3. A proof task is a combination of a set of hypotheses $H_1, \ldots, H_n$ and a goal $G$, written as $H_1, \ldots, H_n \vdash G$. It is said to be valid when $G$ is a logical consequence of the hypotheses, for all values of the free variables. A transformation is any procedure taking a proof task as an argument and producing a set of proof tasks.
Transformations are expected to be sound in the sense that validity of the resulting tasks must imply the validity of the input task. The converse does not need to hold.

The two following sound transformations are of utmost importance for handling formulas generated by WP.

- **Introduction of premises** is the transformation that moves prenex universally quantified variables and left parts of implications into the set of hypotheses, that is a task \( H \vdash \forall x. H_1 \rightarrow G \) is transformed into \( H, H_1 \vdash G \). Note that the bound variable \( x \) becomes a free variable in the resulting proof task.

- **Splitting** is the transformation that, given a proof task of the form \( H_1, \ldots, H_k \vdash G_1 \wedge \cdots \wedge G_n \), produces the set of \( n \) tasks \( H_1, \ldots, H_k \vdash G_i \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq n \).

Indeed, these transformations are typically applied eagerly on formulas generated by WP, in order to obtain a set of tasks that are easily associated with expected properties like “overflow check”, “preservation of a loop invariant”, etc.

**Example 4.** The VC for our running example \( p_2 \) can be split into 5 proof tasks. The first task is

\[
\begin{align*}
H_1 & : \quad 0 \leq a \leq 10 \\
H_2 & : \quad c = 1 \\
G & : \quad 2 \leq c \leq 11
\end{align*}
\]

It corresponds to proving that the first loop invariant is initially true.

Note that in practice, Why3 implements a general infrastructure for task transformations, allowing the user to easily implement new transformations using combinators. As most of the provers do not support some of the logic language features (e.g. in Why3: pattern matching, polymorphic types, recursion), Why3 applies a series of encoding transformations to eliminate unsupported constructions before dispatching a proof task to provers. Other transformations can also be imposed by the user in order to simplify the proof search: in-lining of definitions, simplification by computation, case analysis, application of inductive schemes, etc.

### 2.3. Tracing Information Using Labels

We are now ready to introduce our first technical mean for tracing information: labels attached to formulas.

**Definition 5.** A label is an arbitrary character string, written between double quotes. It can be attached to any logic formula or term, and also to any identifier declaration.

The purpose of labels is to keep track of information during the process of transforming proof tasks. The labels have no interpretation fixed a priori. They have meaning in the context of particular task transformations.
**Example 6.** The asymmetric conjunction operator written as \( \&\& \), does not need to be a new specific connective in the logic language. It can be seen as the usual conjunction \( \& \) with a specific label "asym_split". The splitting transformation can interpret this label so that a goal of the form \( f_1 \&\& f_2 \) is split into the sub-goals \( f_1 \) and \( f_1 \rightarrow f_2 \), producing the expected behavior that \( f_1 \) is assumed true in the right part of the conjunction.

Transformations that do not interpret labels should keep them attached to formulas and terms, if possible. For example, a transformation may rename a variable, in that case it should propagate labels from the original variable to the new one. Analogously, if a transformation rewrites a given sub-term into another, it should also propagate labels of the old term to the new one.

**Example 7.** Labels can be used for the sub-tasks explanations: to make the proof tasks presentation more user-friendly, WP calculus can be instrumented so that each of the sub-formulas that corresponds to a program check is annotated with a label meaningful for humans. In Why3, those labels have the form "expl:text" where text is a human-readable explanation of the VC, which is displayed by the graphical interface.

### 2.4. Calling an SMT Solver on Proof Tasks

An SMT solver takes as input a set of formulas, and checks whether this set is satisfiable or not. To prove that a given proof task \( H \vdash G \) is valid, we query the solver for the satisfiability of the conjunction \( H \land \neg G \). If the solver answers that this set is unsatisfiable, it means that proof task is valid. If the solver terminates with any other answer, the SMT solver may propose a potential model of \( H \land \neg G \) describing why \( H \vdash G \) cannot be proved. To get such a model, we use features of SMT-LIB [17]: SMT-LIB defines commands \( \text{get-model} \) and \( \text{get-value} \) for getting models. The command \( \text{get-model} \), without argument, returns a set of interpretations for all user-declared function symbols in the input task. The command \( \text{get-value} t_1 \cdots t_n \) returns for each term \( t_i \) a value term that is equivalent to \( t_i \) in the potential model.

**Example 8.** From the proof task of Example 4, an SMT solver will provide a model where \( c = 1 \) and \( a \) is given any value between 1 and 10. This model validates the hypotheses but not the conclusion, and is a direct counterexample for the initialization of the first loop invariant.

### 2.5. Interpreting Solver’s Model at the Code Level

Interpreting the model returned by the solver at the level of the initial program is not always as easy as shown in Example 8. The first step is to trace the fresh variables introduced by the WP calculus back to variables of the original code, at the proper source location. The architecture for this feedback process is shown in Figure 3. First, the initial source code is expected to be annotated by labels that indicate which parts (variables or formulas) are relevant for a
possible counterexample. The VC generator and then the proof transformations then propagate these labels appropriately. When a given proof task is finally transformed into a corresponding set of SMT-LIB queries, a mapping for SMT-LIB terms to original program variables is also generated. This mapping is used to reinterpret the model returned by the solver into a counterexample at the source level.

We now describe this technical process in detail.

2.5.1. Marking Variables to Show in a Counterexample.

In the design of our approach, we decided that program variables that should appear in a counterexample should be explicitly marked with the label "model". This is needed in particular when the programming language WhyML is used as an intermediate language e.g. for SPARK, as we will see in Section 4.

Example 9. To prepare counterexample generation, the program $p_1$ should be annotated as follows.

```plaintext
var a "model" : int

procedure p1 (b "model" :int)
  requires { 0 ≤ a ≤ 10 ∧ 3 ≤ b ≤ 17 }
  ensures { 17 ≤ a ≤ 42 }
  = a := a + b;
  assert { 5 ≤ a ≤ 15 }
  if a ≥ 10 then a := a - 1
```
The "model" labels are propagated along the VC generation process, in particular each fresh variable introduced by WP inherits the labels of the associated program variable. In the phase of printing the proof task in the form of a sequence of SMT-LIB queries, we are producing trace data in the form of a mapping $M$. $M$ associates some terms of the generated SMT problem to some program variable (marked with "model"): if $M$ maps some term $t$ to a variable $x$, then $t$ represents $x$.

When the back-end SMT solver is not able to validate a VC, we query it for a counter-model. In the first version of our approach [13], we were using our generated set of terms as the parameters of the get-value command of SMT-LIB. Thus, for each term $t$ queried for a value $v$ in the generated model, we considered $v$ as a value for the program variable associated with $t$ in mapping $M$. However, this method appeared to be insufficient to handle compound data types like arrays, because the model generated by get-value might not contain all the relevant data. Thus, in the current version, we now use the get-model command to get the whole counter-model and then extract the values of the terms we are interested in. The technical details of this extraction will be given when we handle compound data types in Section 3.

Example 10. From the running example $p_1$, the proof task for the assertion is

$$
\begin{align*}
H_1 & : 0 \leq a \leq 10 \land 3 \leq b \leq 17 \\
H_2 & : a_1 = a + b \\
G & : 5 \leq a_1 \leq 15
\end{align*}
$$

and trace data records that $a_1$ denotes the program variable $a$ after the assignment. For this task, CVC4 returns a model with $a = 0, b = 3, a_1 = 3$.

As this example shows, there is still a practical need: how to present to a user the values for variable $a$ both before and after the assignment. To solve this issue, we decided to display the counterexample values at the appropriate source locations, for example the value 3 for $a$ should be attached to the location after the assignment, or at the assertion itself, to distinguish from the value 0 for $a$ that should be attached to the beginning of the procedure body, or at the location of the precondition (see Example 11 below).

2.5.2. Getting Values of Variables at Appropriate Source Locations

To achieve our goal of displaying counterexample values at the appropriate source locations, we assume we can attach to logic variables specific labels that identify source location data: file name and line number. When a fresh variable is introduced by the WP calculus, it is easy to attach to it the source location of the corresponding statement. This technique allows us to attach to the logic variable $a_1$ of Example 10 the location of the assignment $a := a + b$.

We can do even better, in order to achieve what we said above for our running example: we would like to display counterexample values at the source line of the annotations (assertion, postcondition, etc.) involved in the VC. For that purpose we introduce another specific label "model_vc" that we can put
on any logical formula. We implemented a dedicated proof transformation that uses this label: it scans each variable that occurs in the labeled formula, and introduces a fresh copy of it, labeled with the location of the formula itself. This approach allows us to display a counterexample in a user-friendly manner, where the values of the program variables can be displayed interleaved with the source code, at all the locations of interest.

Example 11. Considering again the VC for the assertion in procedure p₁, by annotating the precondition and the assertion with the label "model_vc", our technique allows us to report a failure of the proof of the assertion, and display a counterexample at the location of the assertion and at other locations interleaved with the code (shown in comments), as follows.

```c
procedure p1 (b "model":int)
    requires { "model_vc" 0 \leq a \leq 10 \land 3 \leq b \leq 17 } (* a=0, b=3 *)
    ensures { 17 \leq a \leq 42 } (* a=3 *)
    a := a + b;
    assert { "model_vc" 5 \leq a \leq 15 }; (* a=3 *)
    if a \geq 10 then a := a - 1
```

To conclude this section, here is a summary of the counterexamples generated for all the proof sub-tasks of our running examples, using SMT solver CVC4. The counterexamples for procedure p₁ of Example 1 are shown in Figure 4. The generated counterexamples are perfectly satisfactory. Note in particular that the counterexamples for the two cases of postcondition failure indeed validate the assertion, which is what we want: a counterexample that would invalidate both the postcondition and the assertion is a good counterexample for the assertion but not satisfactory for the postcondition. The reason why this works is because in the VC corresponding to the postcondition, the assertion is part of the premises, so is true in the counter-model proposed by the SMT solver.

The counterexamples for procedure p₂ of Example 2 are shown in Figure 5. All generated counterexamples are satisfactory. Counterexamples for loop invariant preservation validate the loop invariant before the considered iteration, counterexamples for postcondition validate the assumed loop invariant at loop exit. We emphasize the subtlety about the postcondition already mentioned in Example 2: indeed the given values that invalidate the postcondition are not reachable by any concrete execution. It is important to remember here that a counterexample produced by our method is only a candidate counterexample,
which invalidates the associated proof task but not necessarily the program itself. As discussed in the introduction, it is left to the user to decide if the given counterexample exhibits a real bug in the code, or if the proof does not proceed because extra annotations should be added (like an appropriate loop invariant in this example), to rule out the candidate counterexample.

3. Support for User-Defined Data Types

So far, we only have programs operating on mathematical integers. We have to cope with a VC generation that also takes care of other data types, such as machine integers, arrays, records, etc. The way such extra data types are handled by various VC generation approaches varies a lot, depending in particular on the support the back-end solvers can provide. For example, supporting machine integers can be done in a straightforward way if the solver natively supports fixed-size bit-vectors, and arrays can be quite efficiently handled if the back-end solver supports the theory of functional arrays.

To handle data types in a general way, we propose a concept of coercion detailed in Section 3.1 below. Additionally, supporting arrays requires a special treatment that we present in Section 3.2. Note that the approach presented here for arrays is completely different from our earlier approach [13].

3.1. Generic Coercion Mechanism

Generally speaking, supporting data types that are not natively supported by the back-end solver is done by introducing abstract types names, and defining or axiomatizing the operations on them. However, when introducing such abstract types, the values we can expect from a model generated by the solver are just abstract identifiers, corresponding to some internal references. To handle the data types in a general case, we introduce a notion of coercion that can serve
Type byte

Function `to_rep "model_coercion"` byte : int

Predicate `in_range (x : int) = -128 \leq x \leq 127`

Axiom `range_axiom : forall x:byte. in_range (to_rep x)`

Procedure `of_int (x:int) : byte`
  Requires `{ in_range x }`
  Ensures `{ to_rep result = x }`

Procedure `add (x y : byte) : byte`
  Requires `{ "expl:integer_overflow" in_range (to_rep x + to_rep y) }`
  Ensures `{ to_rep result = to_rep x + to_rep y }`

Procedure `p_3(a "model_coerced" : byte) = a := add a (of_int 1)`

Figure 6: Coercion of abstract types.

for different purposes. An abstract value can be identified with its coercions to some native data type of the back-end solver.

**Definition 12.** A coercion from some type \( \tau_1 \) to some type \( \tau_2 \) is any total function from \( \tau_1 \) to \( \tau_2 \).

The intended use of a coercion \( c \) from \( \tau_1 \) to \( \tau_2 \) in the context of counterexample generation is as follows. When we query for a value of some variable \( x \) of type \( \tau_1 \), we instead query a value for \( c(x) \) of type \( \tau_2 \). Note that a coercion is thus a function belonging to the underlying logic of the VC generation, in particular it must be a total and purely functional mapping, in contrast with functions or procedures of the programming language that can be partial or have side effects.

To take coercions into account in the process of counterexample generation, we thus need a means to declare coercions at the level of the program logic. For this purpose, we reuse the label mechanism: each coercion should be declared with the specific label "model_coercion", and each program variable whose type must be handled via coercion should be labeled with "model_coerced".

**Example 13.** Figure 6 presents a typical way to model machine-integer arithmetic on top of a generic intermediate language like Why3. The type for signed 8-bits integers is introduced as an abstract type byte. Values of this type are coerced to mathematical integers using the function `to_rep`. Operations like addition are axiomatized by proper pre- and postconditions. In procedure `p_3`, the variable \( a \) of type byte is marked with the label "model_coerced". This means that to query for a value for \( a \) in some counterexample, the value of `(to_rep a)` will be queried instead. In this particular example, the VC generated for checking integer overflow will fail, with the counterexample \( a = 127 \).

In the counterexample generation process, the handling of coercions must be applied transitively: if there is a coercion \( c_1 \) from \( \tau_1 \) to \( \tau_2 \), and a coercion \( c_2 \)
type r = {f : byte; g : bool}

function get_f "model_coercion" (x:r) : byte = x.f
function get_g "model_coercion" (x:r) : bool = x.g

procedure p_4(b "model_coerced" : r) =
  if b.g then b.f := b.f + 1

Figure 7: Coercion of records.

from $\tau_2$ to $\tau_3$, then for each variable $x$ of type $\tau_1$, a value for $c_2(c_1(x))$ should be queried.

Example 14. Figure 7 shows an example of definition of record type $r$ with fields $f$ and $g$, where the field $f$ is of type byte introduced in Example 13. The two functions get_f and get_g coerce a value of type $r$ to its fields. This means that when $b$ will be queried for a counter-model value, its two coercions $b.f$ and $b.g$ will be queried, but moreover, thanks to transitivity of application of coercions, the value of to_rep $b.f$ will be queried. For the procedure $p_4$, the VC for integer overflow fails, and the counterexample, interpreted in terms of the variable $b$ of the source code, is $b.f=127, b.g=true$.

Section 4 below will show more concrete counterexamples generated on Ada programs with record types and machine integers.

3.2. Handling Array Data Types

Handling array data types in a weakest-precondition-like VC generation is typically done by exploiting the theory of functional arrays in SMT-LIB, which is well supported by common solvers.

It is common that the type of values stored in an array is itself a data type that is not native in the underlying logic: an array of machine integers, of records, of arrays. Thus, concerning counterexamples, we need to support coercions for array elements. The problem is that we cannot proceed, like for records, by introducing finitely many coercions: the size of an array, thus the number of cells, is not statically known.

In the preliminary version of our approach [13], we were using an additional trick introducing a kind of copy of each array: the array of coercions of its contents. This technique however was not satisfactory because it introduced additional quantified axioms, which were not always taken into account by solvers. The reason relies on the way quantified axioms are handled by SMT solvers: typically only specific instances are generated, guided by the so-called triggers [18]. It was thus often the case that generated counterexamples were not valid instances of the extra axiom (see [13] for details).

The newer approach we present below requires using the $(get-model)$ command of SMT-LIB, instead of the command $(get-value ... )$. The difficulty is that the result of the $(get-model)$ command provides a lot of information, which is not yet standardized by SMT-LIB. To get values of array types, we had
to implement a model reconstruction procedure which relies on the format of answers produced by CVC4 and Z3. For example, the CVC4 solver presents an array as a constant array and series of store operations defining relevant indices. Here are two examples of array values that CVC4 may return:

\[(\text{store (store ((as const (Array Int Int)) 0) 1 2) 3 4)}\]
\[(\text{((as const (Array Int Int))) ((as const (Array Int Int)) 0)}\]

The first array is a single-dimensional array with value at index 1 equal to 2, value at index 3 equal to 4, and other values equal to 0. The second array is a two-dimensional array with all values equal to 0.

The situation gets worse when array contents are not mathematical integers but of some other type, e.g. an abstract type. In such a case, an array value in the model would contain internal references, and we need to recover the respective coercions of those references. For example, the solver could answer the following:

\[(\text{declare-sort enum_t 0)}\]
\[(\text{define-fun m2 () (Array Int enum_t)}\]
\[(\text{store ((as const (Array Int enum_t)) @uc_enum_t_0) 1 @uc_enum_t_1)}\]
\[(\text{define-fun to_rep ((_ufmt_1 enum_t)) Int}\]
\[(\text{(ite (= @uc_enum_t_0 _ufmt_1) 2 1))}\]

Here \textit{m2} is an array of abstract type \textit{enum_t}. The cell contents are abstract values \texttt{@uc\_enum\_t\_0} and \texttt{@uc\_enum\_t\_1}. The last function \textsl{to\_rep} (the coercion function for \textit{enum\_t}) allows recovering their values. Our post-processing of the generated model thus needs to remember what were the declared coercions, and to scan the model produced to extract all the coerced values that are known for the internal references. Finally, note that we also need coercion functions for the array bounds; that is, a counterexample for a program on arrays should not only give values for array contents but also for the first and the last valid indexes. See Section 4 for concrete counterexamples generated on programs with arrays.

### 3.3. Handling More Data Types

We introduced a general concept of coercions, handled in a generic manner in the instrumented VC generation, more precisely in the phase of generation of the mapping from terms to program variables of Figure 3. Moreover, the declared coercions are used to re-interpret the model returned by \texttt{(get-model)} back to concrete values for the program variables.

Note that record types can also be supported natively by SMT solvers if they support algebraic data types (it is the case for CVC4 and Z3). In this case, the approach described above for arrays allows us to produce counterexamples for records without introducing coercions for their fields. The additional data types that our approach supports, via the coercion mechanism, are fixed-size bit-vectors and floating-point numbers, the latter being coerced to real numbers. This is enough to support all possible data types needed to support the SPARK/Ada language as a front-end, as detailed in the next section.
4. Instrumenting Translation from Front-End Languages

Our approach was designed to easily support the use of Why3 as an intermediate tool for deductive verification of programs. This work was indeed conducted for application to the front-end for Ada 2012. Ada 2012 is the latest version of the Ada language [19], a general-purpose language, traditionally used in embedded software development. This version adds new features for specifying the behavior of programs, such as subprogram contracts and type invariants. SPARK is a subset of Ada targeted at formal verification [20]. Its restrictions ensure that the behavior of a SPARK program is unambiguously defined. The SPARK language and toolset for static verification have been applied for many years in on-board aircraft systems, control systems, cryptographic systems, and rail systems [21]. SPARK also provides dedicated features that are not part of Ada 2012: essential constructs for deductive verification (e.g. loop invariants, ghost code) have been added. To formally prove a SPARK 2014 program, it is translated into an equivalent WhyML program which can then be verified using the Why3 tool.

The process of counterexample generation for SPARK builds upon the counterexample generation for Why3, by augmenting the translation process from SPARK to WhyML with suitable annotations (Section 4.1) and by post-processing the generated counterexample so as to express it in terms of the original Ada variables (Section 4.2). We show in Section 4.3 the result of counterexample generation on a few representative examples, as seen by an end-user.

4.1. Preparing the Intermediate Code for Counterexamples Generation

In order to get a meaningful counterexample at the level of the original Ada code, the translation of a SPARK program into a WhyML program must be augmented with the generation of counterexample annotations. First of all, as expected all generated WhyML elements corresponding to declarations of SPARK variables or to declarations of arguments of SPARK functions are labeled with "model" or "model_coerced". The necessary coercions for abstract and record types are also generated, and all annotations that may trigger the generation of a VC are given the label "model_vc". Finally, source code locations annotations are generated in the WhyML intermediate code, so that the source locations obtained in the final counterexample refer to the original Ada source. On the other hand, all the extra variables that are generated for the purpose of correctly interpreting the original Ada code into WhyML, that do not have any counterpart in the original Ada code, are not annotated, so they will not be part of any counterexample.

This process is unfortunately not enough to produce a counterexample that would be meaningful for the original Ada code, because the variable names would be for the intermediate WhyML code, and not the original variable names. There is no way to ensure that the very same Ada variable names can be used in the intermediate code. To overcome this issue we introduce yet another label, in order to trace names back to the original code. These are labels of the form "model_trace:id" that can be attached to each variable of the intermediate
code, to record that it corresponds to the original name \textit{id}. This is not only for variable names, for example we use the same mechanism to trace the name of record fields. The correspondence between those \textit{id}s and the original Ada source code names must be recorded in another table, that will be consulted in the post-processing phase.

4.2. Post-Processing Generated Counterexamples

The counterexample returned from Why3 is a map from locations in the Ada source code to sets of counterexample elements at these locations. A counterexample element consists of an identifier (as it was given using the \textit{"model_trace:id"} label) and a value. Counterexample elements are post-processed in the following way: identifiers are mapped back to names in the source code (using the table recorded in the pre-processing phase), elements in the same source code line corresponding to the same record are grouped together as an Ada aggregate, and values are converted to SPARK syntax.

Note that this mechanism is completely generic. A frontend for another language can reuse the labels of the form \textit{"model_trace:id"}. This frontend has to implement its own post-processing of the generated Why3 counterexamples, associating \textit{id}s to the corresponding names of its source language.

4.3. Examples

Each time a VC is not proved by the external solver (either because the prover says “unknown” or timeouts), the solver is queried for a counter-model that is turned back to a counterexample expressed in terms of values of Ada variables at some location in the source. The graphical interface displays values of relevant variables in the message displayed to the user for an unproved check, and also interleaves with the source code the values of the variables involved at proper locations.

Let’s first see a basic example showing how a counterexample is presented to the end-user. Figure 8 shows an example of a saturation procedure, ensuring that values stay in a given range. In this example, the procedure should ensure that the output value is less than or equal to 255. More precisely, the post-condition requires that if the input value is in the range, it is unmodified, and set to 255 otherwise. Note the attribute \texttt{'Old} that refers to the values that expressions had at procedure entry. The procedure is implemented using bit-wise AND with mask 0xFF. As the message at the bottom shows, the postcondition is not proved, the complete message displayed being:

\texttt{medium: postcondition might fail (e.g. when Val'Old = 4096 and Val = 0)}

The counterexample trace is displayed inside special lines in the editor, that are not part of the code and cannot be edited manually (note the absence of a line number). These lines are prefixed with the token \texttt{--} that introduces comments in Ada code to make it clear to users that they are not part of the code. The lines in the program to which the trace applies (lines 3, 6 and 10) are emphasized in the editor. The counterexample shows that the implementation is indeed not
correct with respect to the specification. Bitwise AND of 4096 and 0xFF is 0, while the specification requires that the returned value of Val be 255.

Our second example, shown in Figure 9, illustrates the handling of records. The record values are displayed in the usual Ada syntax as aggregates. If the counterexample value of a field is not known, it is displayed as a question mark. If there is more than one such field, then these fields are aggregated under the name others. On Figure 9, type Saturable_Value defined at line 5–8 contains a field Value representing the actual value and a field Upper_Bound being an upper bound of the saturation range. The postcondition of the function Saturate is analogous to the postcondition of the procedure Saturate from Figure 8. The field Value of the returned record must contain the value of the field Value of the input record if it is in the range, otherwise it must contain the upper bound of the range. Instead of using bitwise AND, the saturation is now implemented using function Unsigned_16'Max. The counterexample shows that if Val.Value is 16383 and Val.Upper_Bound is 49152, Saturate'Result.Val is 49152. Indeed, instead of the function Unsigned_16'Max, the function Unsigned_16'Min should be used.

Our third example, shown in Figure 10, illustrates the handling of arrays. The function Divide takes a value Val and an array of values Div as arguments. It divides the value Val with each value in the array and returns an array with results of divisions. As shown in the counterexample, division by zero can happen when some value stored in the array is zero. As for records, array values in counterexamples are displayed in Ada syntax, as array aggregates. The indices that are not relevant are summarized under the name others. For arrays with statically unknown ranges, the array range is also part of the counterexample, shown again in Ada syntax using the attributes 'First and 'Last.
5. Experimental Evaluation

Our implementation of counterexample generation is publicly available in Why3 0.87 and SPARK 17.0, and all later releases of Why3 and SPARK. We conducted an experimental evaluation in order to answer several questions:

1. Does the extra processing induced by the handling of counterexample annotations in the tool chain result in a significant slowdown in the successfully proved VCs, or even worse decrease the provability of these VCs?
2. Are the generated counterexamples helpful for the typical user of formal proof features of SPARK?
3. Are the counterexamples produced good ones, in the sense that they really exhibit a set of values for which the given check cannot be proved?

Concerning the first question, we simply notice that on the full SPARK regression test-suite consisting of 1472 tests, enabling counterexample generation on all supported platforms only induces a small slowdown that is hardly significant with respect to other small variations of measurement between several runs of the same test-suite.

Concerning the second, quite informal, question, the answer based on our experience is yes. In our own practice of using SPARK, counterexamples were useful, in particular for debugging simple mistakes in annotations. Moreover, in training sessions for new users of SPARK, the presentation of counterexamples appeared to be a very useful feature for them.

---

1Both tool chains are free/libre and open source software (FLOSS), and available online at http://why3.lri.fr and http://libre.adacore.com/
The third question may seem surprising, but remember, as already said in the introduction, that due to the incompleteness of the VC generation process and also the incompleteness of the proof search by back-end solvers, our method only produces potential counterexamples. This question is especially important because in practice the back-end solver is often interrupted after a given time limit, and the counter-model given in that case is not even guaranteed to model the decidable fragment (i.e. for the quantifier-free clauses, free from non-linear arithmetic) of the proof task.

To answer the third question, we applied our implementation to a test-suite that was initially created for the Riposte tool, which was used in the previous versions of SPARK to generate counterexamples, using a completely different approach [22].

We classify the results obtained into three categories. For each VC, either the result is:

- **Correct**: the counterexample is truly an assignment that makes the given VC invalid.
- **Wrong**: the counterexample does not invalidate the VC.
- **Absent**: there is no counterexample produced at all.

The complete results are given in Figures 11 and 12. The second column indicates the number of failing VCs in the given test, and the third indicates
which prover was queried for a counterexample. The tests were run on both Z3 4.5.0 and CVC4 1.5 which have their own strengths and weaknesses. The next three columns indicate the number of counterexamples falling in each of the three categories above, the distinction between the Correct and Wrong cases being done by manual inspection. We analyzed the wrong or absent results and we identified the following classes of issues, which are also indicated in the last column of the table.

1. **Unexpected simplification removing variables.** In some simple but rare cases, a variable may disappear from a VC due to early formula simplification. For example, an expression like \( B \text{ and not } B \) is replaced by \textit{false}, and no counterexample value for \( B \) will be given (e.g. in example \textit{logic} in Figure 11).

2. **Incompleteness of the prover.** In presence of undecidable logics, the counterexample produced may be wrong (or absent). This is expected since the prover cannot be complete in such cases. The typical case is non-linear integer arithmetic (e.g. in example \textit{arithmetic} in Figure 11).

3. **Implementation weakness with array initializers.** The current translation of Ada array initializers to WhyML introduces an extra quantified axiom, which is difficult for the solver to instantiate adequately. This is not due to the method for generating counterexamples, but a consequence of provers’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Fail</th>
<th>Prover</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Wrong</th>
<th>Absent</th>
<th>Main issue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>basic</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>CVC4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logic</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>CVC4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enums</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>CVC4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>real_world</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>CVC4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>CVC4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usergroup_example</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>CVC4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>victor_divmod</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>CVC4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0 (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alpha_launch</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>CVC4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arithmetic</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>CVC4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0 (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misc</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>CVC4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>private</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>CVC4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>CVC4</td>
<td>53 (71%)</td>
<td>20 (27%)</td>
<td>2 (3%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>53 (71%)</td>
<td>10 (13%)</td>
<td>12 (16%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11: Results of counterexample generation on Riposte tests.
incompleteness in the presence of quantifiers, and we should consider an alternative simpler translation scheme to overcome that issue (e.g. in example \texttt{array\_aggregates} in Figure 12).

4. \textit{Implementation weakness with multidimensional arrays.} Specifically with multidimensional arrays (but not arrays of arrays), our current implementation has some deficiencies in how it interprets the counter-model generated, and needs to be improved (e.g. in example \texttt{array\_multidim} in Figure 12).

5. \textit{Unclassified issues.} The Wrong counterexamples for which we did not identify an explanation yet fall in this default category.

The following toy example illustrates the incompleteness issue in the presence of non-linear arithmetic.

\textbf{Example 15.} The following Ada code attempts to check that the given number 12166397 is prime, which is incorrect ($3407 \times 3571$).

\begin{verbatim}
procedure RSA (A, B: in Natural)
    with Pre => A >= 2 and B >= 2
is
    C : Integer;
begin
    C := 12166397;
    pragma Assert (A * B /= C);
end RSA;
\end{verbatim}
Neither CVC4 nor Z3 proves the incorrect assertion, but the counterexamples proposed are wrong or absent: respectively $A = 2, B = 2$ for CVC4, and no counterexamples for Z3. Note however that for a similar example with the smaller number 323 instead of 12166397, Z3 is able to produce the correct counterexample $A = 17, B = 19$. This emphasizes the unpredictability of results when using SMT solvers on undecidable logics.

In all, the obtained ratio of correct counterexamples to the total number of failing VCs is satisfactory: around 70%. Implementation issues identified make us confident that this ratio could be significantly improved. We discuss below other possible ways to improve the approach, beyond the remaining implementation issues identified above.

6. Conclusions and Perspectives

We proposed an approach for adding support for the generation of counterexamples in a VC generator based on a weakest-precondition calculus, making use of SMT solvers for discharging the VCs. We emphasize the importance of general features in the logic language (labels on formulas, proof task transformations) and the design of general techniques (declaration of coercion functions). Compared to the first version of this work [13], the technique of coercions, together with the post-processing of the counter-model produced by the back-end solver, were made more generic and robust. This solved in particular an issue with the handling of arrays identified in [13].

This approach is implemented in the Why3 environment, and exploited by its SPARK 2014 front-end for providing counterexamples to SPARK programmers in a user-friendly manner, in the development interface. The counterexample generation feature has been deployed since SPARK 16.0 distributed in 2016. Based on the feedback we got from users, in particular from new SPARK users during training sessions, we believe that counterexamples may be the most useful feature in SPARK for investigating unproved properties, along with the ability to execute contracts and assertions in tests.

6.1. Related Work

The model returned by a SAT or SMT solver on a satisfiable problem is exploited in several areas of program verification, a major case being the one of model checking, as for example in the Alloy analyzer [23] or the CBMC model checker for C programs [24].

In the case of deductive verification, generating counterexamples is not as common. The Riposte tool based on answer set programming [22] was used in the previous versions of SPARK to generate counterexamples, but only at the level of VCs without source traceability. The Isabelle proof assistant also includes a tool for generating counterexamples: the NitPick tool [25]. None of these techniques make use of a SAT or SMT solver.

In the more specific case of program verifiers using SMT solvers, the idea of instrumenting the generation of VCs originates from the old system.
ESC/Modula-3, that generates VCs for the Simplify solver, adding specific labels to determine the source location and the path of execution leading to the potential program error. The same mechanism was reused in ESC/Java [26]. The potential counterexample proposed by Simplify can be displayed to the user, but is very hard to understand because of the various encodings from the input program to the VC. More recently in 2014, a way to reinterpret the counterexample in terms of variables of the source code was designed in the OpenJML framework [3]. They use the SMT-LIB command \texttt{(get-value)} to get counterexample values for all sub-expressions in the original program, supporting values of scalar types only, and also to get values of block predicates, which they use to determine the control-flow path of the failed assertion [27].

In SPARK, it is possible to generate VCs for individual control-flow paths and display control-flow path for such VCs if they cannot be proved. In OpenJML, SMT-LIB VCs are generated directly, without using an intermediate representation. On the one hand, this makes it easier to maintain a mapping between source-code variables and logical variables. On the other hand, using Why3 as intermediate language makes it possible to use the power of Why3 transformations to transform a proof task to forms well suited for different provers.

Another deductive program verification framework that makes use of SMT counter-models is the Boogie Verifier Debugger [28]. Boogie is used as an intermediate language by Dafny [2] and VCC [29]. Boogie also has its own way of reinterpreting the counter-model, generated by its back-end prover Z3, in terms of the source code. Besides scalar values, Boogie makes it possible to display the content of dynamically allocated data structures such as objects. Unlike OpenJML, Boogie encodes locations and source variable names in the generated VC, uses the SMT-LIB command \texttt{(get-model)} to get whole SMT-LIB counterexamples and then relies on reverse transformations to map the SMT-LIB counterexamples into the source code. On our side, we were using the \texttt{(get-value)} command in the previous version of this work [13], but now we use the command \texttt{(get-model)}, because \texttt{(get-value)} is not powerful enough for the support of arrays.

Both OpenJML and Boogie present the counterexample in a user-friendly manner, in their respective graphical interfaces (Eclipse, Visual Studio). Their presentation is a bit different from our way of presenting the counterexample, where we give values of relevant variables inside comments at proper locations of the source code. We have no evidence that our approach is better than these other approaches in terms of quality of the generated counterexamples. We designed our approach so that it is the best fit for SPARK users.

Another recent approach for helping users in debugging their specification and code is to use some kind of symbolic execution, as is proposed by the Visual Studio dynamic debugger [30], the Verifast verifier [31] and the KeY environment [32].

6.2. Future Work

During this work, we encountered a few issues that could be addressed by authors of SMT solvers.
First, the SMT-LIB standard does not specify any rule for displaying model values. In particular, it is not standardized how values of array types and bit-vector types should be displayed. This forced us to implement an ad-hoc parsing in our post-processing procedure to reconstruct a counter-model from the answer of the \texttt{(get-model)} SMT command. This need for standardization is already known and fortunately it is likely to appear in the near future.

A second issue concerns the validity of generated counterexamples. In principle, one should query SMT solvers for models only if the answer was \texttt{sat}. However, for a VC generated by a program verification task, most of the time the answer is \texttt{unknown} or the solver hits the time limit given. As expected, in this case the model is not guaranteed to be a true model. However, there are some cases where the model returned is \textit{trivially wrong} because it is not even a model of the \textit{ground} part of the goal (i.e. the terms that do not involve quantification). A suggestion for improvement is as follows: since the main source of incompleteness comes from the quantified hypotheses, there could be two different modes of operation, with two corresponding time limits. A first time limit, say a \textit{soft} one, gives the time during which the solver is allowed to instantiate quantifiers as it wants. After this soft time limit is reached, a \textit{hard} time limit should give the solver extra time to continue its search but in a specific mode where no new quantifier instantiation is performed. In this second mode, it is likely that the solver would terminate its search, and if a model is returned, it would be valid with respect to the ground part of the goal. If such modes were implemented in SMT solvers, it would be of major interest for counterexample generation. This need for a soft time limit was reported on the SMT-LIB mailing list. The answers suggest that such a support is unlikely to appear in SMT solvers. A proposed work-around is to feed the solver with hypotheses of the proof task in an incremental way, so that counter-models could be queried incrementally too. We may consider implementing this approach in the future.

Another technical issue is the ability to support model generation for all supported theories, including the undecidable ones such as non-linear integer arithmetic. If there is no way to be sure that the returned model would be a true one, a similar degraded mode as described above could be implemented. For example in the degraded mode non-linear parts of the formulas could be ignored.

To double-check that a counterexample produced by our technique is a true one, one may consider turning it into a test case and run the program with the given values. This is unfortunately not an easy task because of procedure calls: a procedure has a concrete semantics given by concrete execution and abstract semantics given by contracts. Since only the abstract semantics is visible to a solver, a counterexample may be true with respect to the abstract semantics, but false with respect to the concrete semantics and moreover it can happen that there is a different counterexample, not returned by the solver, true with respect to both semantics. Thus, properly combining counterexamples generated by failed proof attempts and run-time verification needs to be investigated further. Recent work by Christakis et al. \cite{33} and Petiot et al. \cite{34} pursue such a direction.
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